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similar to those that historically contributed to rising anti-foreign sentiment among the populace subject to the consequences of those measures. The risk of such a strategy and the accompanying means for its success may manifest themselves only when the "offshore" military forces actually come "onshore." The need for forward basing in "partnered" nations may subject the military to resistance in those "partnered" nations whose governments do not enjoy popular domestic support or political legitimacy. This paper examines the circumstances breeding resistance to unwelcomed foreign influence in 1900s China and early twentieth-century Nicaragua and the subsequent use of military intervention by foreign nations (the multi-nation coalition in China and the United States in Nicaragua) as an instrument of foreign policy and protection of economic and political interests.
Resistance Begins with the First Foreign Footstep: China and Nicaragua
The United States' new grand strategy of "offshore balancing" requires securing potential entry points for power-projection capabilities. The United States pursues a strategy heavily reliant on selective engagement. This strategy requires the military capability to help defend allies, deter and defeat adversaries, and maintain freedom of navigation across the seas while providing assured access and protection of United
States interests in key regions. In a constrained fiscal environment, the United States might consider alternate strategies to maintain its global leadership role while living within the confines of the depressed global economy. Offshore balancing, a strategy with limited forward deployed forces and the reintroduction of those forces only if a danger to United States interests presents itself, offers such a possibility. 1 Whereas selective engagement requires the United States to commit substantial military resources in areas of national interest, such as Europe, Northeast Asia, and the Middle East, offshore balancing relies more on power balancing among regional powers by removing the reliance upon the United States to provide regional security. The strategy calls for reducing forward deployed United States forces, minimizing alliance commitments, refraining from intervention in regional conflicts not affecting regional power balances, and preparing for power projection in key interest areas only when regional power balance is threatened. While offshore balancing offers a reduction of military commitment abroad, the strategy risks the potential need for significant counteranti-access and area denial capability and greater reliance on other elements of national power, especially diplomacy. One particular risk, when the need does arise to bring "off-shore" forces "onshore," is that those forces may not be welcome everywhere. This nation may have to use various techniques to gain footholds, so the likelihood of encountering resistance is great. This prospect warrants an exploration of resistance and counter-resistance throughout history in order to gain insight and manage expectations for success in the future.
The most basic motivation for resistance among a people stems from an irrational fear of values, beliefs, or culture different from one's own. This xenophobia may be exacerbated by political elites or governments to serve their own interests or may be inspired by the encroaching foreign entities threatening cultural status quo. The perception among a native populace of being inferior to, less affluent than, culturally and religiously threatened by, or marginalized by encroaching foreigners often hardens the will of the resisters. 3 While resistance represents a viable form of expression for nonagreement with government or foreign encroachment, resistance turned violent invites societal risk, usually not only on the perpetrators of the violence, but on the general populace: should the violence prove successful, the actors involved usually have a reluctance to share their improved position among their supporters; however, should it prove unsuccessful, the consequences usually fall on more than just the perpetrators. 4 Resistance as a phenomenon existed well before recorded time, and written evidence appears in the Greek historian Herodotus' accounts of the Persian Wars. 26 The Boxers and Rebellion
The origin of the Boxers, or more appropriately, the Fists of Righteous Harmony, remains mostly enigmatic. Membership consisted of mostly peasants, who were antiChristian, anti-foreign, and anti-Manchu, with no distinct leadership. The name stems from the ceremonial calisthenics practiced by its members. The followers believed they 8 had a mystical power rendering them invincible. The Boxers were emboldened to violence through the support they received from the Empress Dowager, the Regent of the Manchu Emperor, her nephew. 27 The Empress Dowager managed to install her nephew after the death of her son, the previous monarch. The Empress Dowager retained her power through the manipulation of her weak-minded nephew. After the defeat of China at the hands of the Japanese in 1895, the young Emperor attempted to reform and modernize the empire for fear of colonization by the foreign powers. The proposed reforms threatened the Empress Dowager's power base, forcing her to stage a coup against her nephew in 1898. 28 The young Emperor's life was spared only through pressure on the Empress Dowager from powerful southern Chinese viceroys;
for the next ten years, the Emperor served only in a formal capacity. 29 While the Empress Dowager opposed her nephew's reforms, her shared fear of the parceling of China by foreign powers led her to support the Boxer uprising in 1900, although she underestimated the response from the foreign powers. Further, appreciation on some Chinese generals' part that the immediate success of the 9 uprising might incur greater retaliation from the foreign powers kept the generals from committing the best troops to the engagements. 31 The conflict ended with an Americanled assault on the Forbidden City, and the relief of the Peit'ang. While the Americans stopped short of entering the Forbidden City, "this did not prevent the other Allies, spearheaded as usual by the Japanese, from advancing…." 32 China Chagrined
Aside from suffering the first incursion into the Forbidden City by foreign military forces, the result of the Boxer Rebellion for the Chinese brought more foreign incursion into China and the eventual loss of territory which the Rebellion was intended to avert.
The foreign Powers demanded remuneration; execution of high officials, generals, and two royal princes; the razing of the Taku Forts; an arms embargo for two years; and the posting of permanent legation guards and twelve garrisons (more than 5,000 foreign troops) along the route from Peking to the port at Tientsin. 33 
"[F]ortunately for China the
Powers were more concerned with jockeying for position than exacting retribution." 34 The Empress Dowager underestimated the strength of the foreign Powers, especially when uniting for a common cause. 35 China suffered, however, by how quickly the foreign Powers reverted to their individual interests. Russia cloaked itself as China's friend in its desire for Manchuria; Japan, abetted by Britain, played friend to check Russian advances; and all this culminated in the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-5.
Corrupt Chinese officials benefitted financially off of long-term financing of war indemnities while exacting higher taxes from the population. 36 In the end, the announced that the Marines would act against anyone firing into the city, but any action outward from the city was unobjectionable. 59 The fact that the actions of United States forces inadvertently abetted Estrada's cause was not lost on Major Butler. "The regular
Nicaraguan army was unable to get at Estrada, Butler complained, because the United States supported the revolution." 60 The United States Navy protected commercial traffic from interference from both the Nicaraguan government and the rebels, which aided Estrada to continue to collect revenue from customs duties and to bring in supplies.
With the inability of government forces to eliminate the remaining resistance in 
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Almost a year before this election the State Department had officially informed the Nicaraguan government of American intention to withdraw the legation guard as soon as a properly staffed constabulary… could be organized. The Liberals, out of power for a decade, wanted the marines to remain long enough to guarantee a "fair" election, which, it was presumed, Dr. Dodds would closely monitor." contemplates alternate grand strategies such as offshore balancing, two constants remain certain when considering the conditions necessary for the United States to employ any element of national power. One is that basing rights, ties, concessionsindeed the very right to bring "offshore" forces "onshore" -need to be secured from the host government. The other constant, however, is that such ties cannot assure a favorable reception by the local populace; resistance may result.
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